




Homes! Air, Earth, Water, Fire! Eternal  

elements, the beginning and the end of creatures,  

as I will pass to the serenity of graves,  

I’ll meet you again; first and last happiness! 

     

Inside me, the people’s dreams will go into the air-  

it’ll go in eternal fire like the fire in my mind.  

My passions spree will be driven  

away by the rage of the waves.  

 

The soilmade body, soil itself -    

Air, Earth, Water, Fire I shall become again. 

And from the air of dreams, from the fire  

 

of thought, from the melted flesh,  

and from the sea of passions, there will always emerge  

the sound of breath, a grievance, like the sound of a lyre. 

 

KOSTIS PALAMAS 



From Kostis Palama’s 

Soneto till back to the 

time of Alchemists and 

Empedocles’ Acragantus’ 

ontological theory, the 

world is basically 

structured of four basic 

elements the air, the 

earth, the water and the 

fire. It is philosophers’ 

strong belief that through 

interaction and mixing, 

all substantial and 

insubstantial visible or 

invisible objects of the 

universe are structured. 
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After the largest recorded flood in the history of 2002, 

Prague was driven to protective measures. A system of 

mobile aluminum dams (ECO-SYSTEM) tested in 

Austria and Germany was chosen and gradually 

implemented along the entire length of the inner city 

route of the river. The full system was completed in 

2013. Nevertheless, since 2008 the protection of the 

largest part of the city had begun. In addition, there were 

works to protect the drainage networks and the 

underground railway (dams and drainage systems). 
 





The Municipality of Prague, as part of the “Smart Prague 2020” campaign, 

established an organization with the aim of utilizing digital technologies.  

 Placed smart waste bins. 

 Created an app for smartphones which provides all the information for the city 

of Prague needed by a citizen or visitor. 

 Located the first ten “smart” benches offering device charging capabilities.  

 Additionally, it promotes a range of projects such as the development of an 

application for the citizens to share the car usage (carsharing), information 

systems concerning free parking spaces, electric houses for airport 

transportation, citywide free Internet accessibility, smart lighting bulbs etc.  
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